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SOFTWARE ENGINEERING: EXPERIENCE IN A CONSULTING AGENCY

G. Selva, Pe Zerbetto

TEMA SepeA., Bologna — ITALY —

The paper emphasizes the importance of a methodology in programming, on the opi—

nion that we are in the proper times to develop a "new deal" in EDP. The methodol-

ogy is defined as a habit of systematic reasoning which faces problem complexity

by a proper interpretation of structured design and by "egoless" programming. The

development of this habit of thought is based upon the choice of a proper programm-

ing language and upon a new team organization: the adaptive team. The result and

the use of these ideas, in the design and implementation of production planning has

been very successful in reducing the time required to test and debug large softwa-

re systems.
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1. SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

 

By engineering we mean the effort toward a systematic rationalization

in order to evict the endemic deseases of programming, craftsmanship and extreme

personalism, This development depends upon the awareness that we must re-define

the meaning of EDP and EDP men, on the hypothesis that programming is one of the

coordinates through which the said development must pass. Two kinds of observa-

tions help us to understand how much this development process is primarily a cul-

tural phenomenon rather than a methodology: first of all, the strong resistance

met in order to realize the concepts of structured programming — if it were not

a cultural innovation the resistance would not be so strong —, secondly the small

impact felt from the methods supported by computer and software houses (Jackson

method, HIPO, pre-compiler, truth tables, etc. [1,2,3] ), exactly because they are

only tools not culturally enlived, On this persuasion it is important to clarify

the meaning of structured programming and, at the same time, to define a methodolo-

gy able to strengthen the cultural themes which are at the basis; to do this, we

needs

1 — to konw the actual reality;

2 - to properly criticize and to implement a more innovative project;

3 - to ascertain the operating definition;

4 - and so on,

101 Everyday reality.

Everyday we have the problem of understanding, in a reasonable time, a

program written by other programmers, for many reasons:

1 — we need to correct an error not found during program tests;

2 — we want to implement some new features;

3 — we want to know the program.

Everybody knows the prostration state into which we fall under such circumstances

and sometimes we thwart ourselves so much that we give up the matter. The reasons,

here too, are many:

1- it is very difficult to understand the software structure: which are the main
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functions, which are the subordinates ones, and so on;

2— the data ranges, which form the information structure of the program, are not

completely defined or are ill-defined;

3 — the coding is sometimes a cryptography - for efficiency reasons, due to mind

habits of the writers or as a consequence of the debugging stagee

Another fact, not less serious, is to observe that, in spite of good problem an-

alysis and accurate project requirements, unforeseeable things happen, when one

begins the debugging and tests. These steps often requires more than 50% of the

time spent in the entire project; so a programmer spends half of his work life in

an activity that is cumbersome and not formative. There are many reasons but we want

+o emphasize two principle causes:

1 - programming languages — they compel us to use constructs that "too often repre—

sent an insult to the mind trained in systematic reasoning" [4] :

2 - software team organization — often it happens that the persons who analyse a

project, are not those who code, and misunderstandings are very easy for techni-

cal and psycological reasonse

Another fact is that problems are more and more complexe An answer may be to have

more and more clever programmers, but this cannot be the solution because there is

an upper bound, in the ability to manage many concurrent phenomena, Then what we

need is a way to reduce problem complexity to a sequence of simple problems, intel-

lectually manageable in every refinement step [5] e In order to do this we need ab-

straction, systematic reasoning and a practice of communication with the other team

members to be matters of habit and protocols

162 A method,

At TEMA SepeAe, we have considered the following concepts to be a good

hypothesis for the achievement of maintainability, documentation, and clarification

of complexity:

1 = structured design: top-down approach with back tracking;

step-wise refinements in programming;2

3 = data structuring;

4 - use of a properly structured programming language;  
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5 — "adaptive team" organization,

These five points are strictly linked one another, and the first three may be re-

duced to the following twos

1 - structured design;

2 — "egoless'"' programming,

102.1 Structured design

Structured design, on our opinion, means:

1 - to involve directly the customer and/or the user during the analysis and de-

sign steps by means of a mixed team;

2 — to involve every team member in the definition of a common methodology of work,

There are many benefits of doing the first thing:

1 - the analysis process is much more free of misunderstandings;

2 — the quantification of the system to a model or to automation is a familiar fact

for the customer, who knows the base hypothesis, the approximation levels, and

the possible future developments;

3 — the finished product will not be a "black box", owing to the fact that a user

person projected and coded. Conversely, this is a guarantee that the user will

have an operational understanding of the product,

As regards the second point, the problem is to find for every problem a common me=

thodology for the abstraction of information structures and function modules [6,7] .

Away to implement the abstraction in the information structures fields, is to have

constructs that allow one to define the invariant attributes in a way similar to

normal thinking,

As an example, if in the problem fundamental entities are: working step, working

process and lots, we ought to use the same base concepts to build the programm [4

10] :

type workstep=(step1,step2, „..stepn);

materialclass=(iron, steel
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date=record

days10e313

months 10012;

yeartinteger

end;

process=record

devicenumber:integer;

stärspeed;real;

.

end;

lot=record

codesinteger;

quantity sinteger;

material:materialclass;

routingsarray [workstep] of record

thereis: boolean;

leakperc:0ee1

end;

deliverydate :date

end;

From now on these will be the base types [9] in the same way as standard integers,

boolean and character types, and therefore it will be possible to define variables

likes

var lotinprogress:lot;

which means: the variable "lotinprogress" is of type (:) lot, and so has all the

attributes defined for lot. To summarize, one may say that data structuring may be

thought of as a correct use of programmer—defined typese In the same way we may use

the "procedure declaration" to define abstract action in order to simplify the fun-

ctional modules [9] »

The advantages of using proper data types and procedures, then, are the following:

41 = clearness and readability;

2 — better controlling of correctness;

3 - better understanding of the whole structure.  
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102.2 programming

If it is important a top-down approach that feels the implementation pro-

blem of the lower level (backtracking) [12] , it is also important to begin a pro-

cess of interactive building of the system, This process lies in discussing the mem-

bers! contribution, which may bes

1 — deepening of a specific point of the system;

2 - criticism for a part of or for the whole architecture and alternative proposalse

In order to do this, it is necessary:

1 - that everybody is familiar with the system modules he has not written;

2 - to provide for the possibility of analysing, rapidly, the logic and the correc-

tness of modules during system implementation,

In TEMA we routinely plan in every project a periodic meeting during which each team

member reads and studies the modules written by the other members, improving them by

means of}

1 - elaboration of the comments;

2 — detection of syntactical and logical errors;

3 - suggestion of different coding.

At the end of this process, the system will be coded in a way which we may call "ego-

less", but it will be endowed with a strong conceptual integrity [13] e In addition

we shall have made a positive effort to use the skill of team members in analysis,

intuition,and inventiveness, This is perhaps the contrary of what one hears, some—

times, about structured programming,

10203 The choice of a programming language

In many points before we have emphasized the necessity of a programming

language suited to the top-down approach.

The language must be "natural" and computer implemented in order to perform computer

tests during step-wise refinement,

The minimum set of requirements is:

1 - to have the basic elements with which to define the invariant attributes of the

information structures;
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2 — to have the basic elements with which to define actions,

The former elements are [6,9] :

- type definition;

- system (integer, real, boolean, character) and scalar base types;

- structured base type: direct (or Cartesian) product (record)

discriminated union (variable record)

array

powerset

sequence (file, queue,linked list)

The latter elements are [8] :

- constructs likes: sequence, if then else, while do [15] ;

- reentrant blocks structure, recursive procedures,

There are many compilers in computer world, of these PL/1 (supported by IBM) and

PASCAL (supported by ETH Zuerich [4, 14] ) have the said requirements, We have ad-

opted the PASCAL language for all our projects because it is more "natural" (or less

cumbersome) than PL/1 and it has in a natural way all the said requirements.

Since one year ago we have been using PASCAL and now we have good results, measura

ble in program clearness and maintenance, etCe

10204 Team organization

A proper language is a good help in structured design, but a proper team

organization is what, above all,speeds up the process of rationalization. In order

to have a good approach, all team members must be at the same hierarchical level

and all together must analyse, design and code. On the contrary of what happens in

organizations like "chief/programmer—team", the responsibility for errors and ill-

fitting functions is managed in within the team, because we think that serious er-

rors are born of poor information links and not of member incapacity.

As regards the outside responsibility, that is: planning activity, delivery

time, observance of project requirements, on our opinion, the leadership must be

born democratically from the team, because this activity is contemporarily boring

and gratifying and must be given to a different member in the different stages of

the project. In this way all team members know what they do and, above all, misunder-
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standings arise rarely.

We have used this kind of approach for only two projects (about 10 $ 15 n/y) and

we have observed a new project scheduling effect in the following ratio:

1 - planning 50%

2 - coding 20%

3 — tests 30%

This scheduling is quite different from a traditional one 115,213];

1- planning 33%

2 = coding 17%

3 = tests 50%

and leads us to the conclusion that, with proper thought at the planning stage and

proper integration of customer concepts by means of structured programming, it is

possible to considerably reduce the time and costs of debugging and testing in com-

plex software projects.
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